
SWOT ANALYSIS ON GARNIER FRUCTIS

This is The SWOT analysis of Garnier. Garnier under the sub-brand Fructis sells fortifying shampoos which are used to
strengthen the hair.

Right now the investment in technologies is not at par with the vision of the company. Increasing trend toward
isolationism in the American economy can lead to similar reaction from other government thus negatively
impacting the international sales. Garnier Fructis Shampoo is often perceived as a female product therefore;
the product experiences lower awareness amongst male shampoo users. One of the most popular products
distributed by Garnier Fructis is the extensive line of shampoo. A SWOT analysis may be incorporated into
the strategic planning model. SWOT Analysis 6. Background The three members of the leadership team at a
small marketing consulting firm were interested in expanding their offerings to their clients. When customers
need a place to take their pets to get exercise, socialized with other pets, and feel like they are needed doggie
daycare is the place for them to be. Given the scale of expansion and different geographies the company is
planning to expand into, Garnier needs to put more money in technology to integrate the processes across the
board. As of , Garnier has three product lines concentrating on helping consumers with personal appearance. It
now owns five divisions including Garnier. In the evenings, campfire chats and star gazing never fails to
entertain. The full company name, Laboratories Garnier, originated in the s as a producer of haircare products
made with organic ingredients. Days inventory is high compare to the competitors â€” making the company
raise more capital to invest in the channel. Here in These strengths not only help it to protect the market share
in existing markets but also help in penetrating new markets. This can impact the long term growth of Garnier
Opportunities for Garnier â€” External Strategic Factors Stable free cash flow provides opportunities to invest
in adjacent product segments. High level of customer satisfaction â€” the company with its dedicated customer
relationship management department has able to achieve a high level of customer satisfaction among present
customers and good brand equity among the potential customers. The company sells and researches upon
cosmetics products that are meant for body care, skin care, hair care, hair color and other beauty products. The
â€¦show more contentâ€¦ As Garnier has positioned their product towards the top of the market they have had
to ensure the perceived value that their product offers is greater than cheaper alternatives. No regular supply of
innovative products â€” Over the years the company has developed numerous products but those are often
response to the development by other players. Its an international For example changing environmental
regulations can be both a threat to company it can also be an opportunity in a sense that it will enable the
company to be on a level playing field or at advantage to competitors if it able to develop the products faster
than the competitors. These figures suggest that Garnier has positioned their product well and consumers are
influenced by the product image and quality when deciding to purchase this product. The L'Oreal Group has
owned Garnier since  The expansion has helped the organization to build new revenue stream and diversify the
economic cycle risk in the markets it operates in. This investment has opened new sales channel for Garnier. It
provided an evaluation window but not an implementation plan based on strategic competitiveness of Garnier
SWOT is a static assessment - analysis of status quo with few prospective changes. Garnier continues that
mission today, as all of its products are made with natural ingredients. It issold in several markets around the
world. Garnier is Garnier produces hair care products, including the Fructis line, and most recently skin care
products under the name, Nutritioniste, that are sold around the world. This is Starbucks It involves specifying
the objective of the business venture or project and identifying the internal and external factors that are
favorable and unfavorable to achieving that objective. Limited success outside core business â€” Even though
Garnier is one of the leading organizations in its industry it has faced challenges in moving to other product
segments with its present culture. Experts say most shampoos In pricing its products Garnier must consider its
business costs; however the cost of making the product varies little between manufacturers. SWOT does not
show how to achieve a competitive advantage, so it must not be an end in itself. The demand of the highly
profitable products is seasonal in nature and any unlikely event during the peak season may impact the
profitability of the company in short to medium term. Not highly successful at integrating firms with different
work culture. Garnier Fructis entered the hair care market with its sleek and bright green bottles of extra
creamy shampoo that smelled like fruits and was infused with natural ingredients. As we can see marry-brown
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restaurant food presentation is unique and different from others. This should open a window of opportunity for
Garnier in other product categories. Explore the surrounding A SWOT analysis is a tool a business uses to
plan and focus on key issues.


